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Scenes from the plays and portraits of leading actors accompany a statistical record of the current season
In these pages, you will find a rich and varied selection of monologues from recent plays. Many are for younger performers (teens through
thirties) but there are also some excellent pieces for women in their forties and fifties, and even a few for older performers. Many are comic
(laughs), many are dramatic (generally, no laughs). Some are rather short, some are rather long. All represent the best in contemporary
playwriting. Several of these pieces are by playwrights whose work may be familiar to you such as Don Nigro, Nilo Cruz, Lee Blessing,
Theresa Rebeck, Paul Rudnick, Adam Bock, José Rivera and Stephen Belber; others are by exciting up-and-comers like Jim Knabel, Peter
Sinn Nachtrieb, Quira Alegría Hudes, Caitlyn Montanye Parrish, Jenny Schwartz, Qui Nguyen, Kate Fodor, Young Jean Lee and Brett C.
Leonard. All are representative of the best of contemporary writing for the stage. Most of the plays from which these monologues have been
culled have been published and, hence, are readily available from the publisher/licensor or from theatrical book stores such as Drama Book
Shop in New York. A few plays may not be published for a while, in which case contact the author or his agent for a copy of the entire text of
the monologue that suits your fancy. Information on publishers/rights holders may be found in the Rights and Permissions section in the back
of this anthology. Break a leg in that audition! Knock 'em dead in class! Lawrence Harbison Brooklyn, N.Y.
Traditional Chinese Edition of [Adjustment Day]. A novel that will definitely offend everyone! Continuation of the unfinished revolution of Fight
Club.
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The Politics of Horror features contributions from scholars in a variety of fields—political science, English, communication studies,
and others—that explore the connections between horror and politics. How might resources drawn from the study of politics inform
our readings of, and conversations about, horror? In what ways might horror provide a useful lens through which to consider
enduring questions in politics and political thought? And what insights might be drawn from horror as we consider contemporary
political issues? In turning to horror, the contributors to this volume offer fresh provocations to inform a broad range of discussions
of politics.
No one I think can disagree that the theatrical season 2007-2008 was one of the strongest in terms of new plays in recent
memory. Amazingly, more than a handful escaped the critics' clutches, though some fine new plays deserved better than the
drubbing they received. One thinks of Theresa Rebeck's Mauritius, Stephen Adly Guirgis's The Little Flower of East Orange, and
Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa's Good Boys and True-though none of these excellent plays would have made this book, as none are by
new playwrights. Of the plays included herein, only one was produced outside New York. Usually, I try to include at least three
plays produced by regional theaters. This year I read several, but I just couldn't get as worked up about them as I did the plays I
selected. It was also a good year for comedy, lately generally unwelcome on our stages unless it's dark, satiric, and cynical. It is
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hard for me, usually, to find comedies worthy of inclusion in my new playwrights book. Not this year! The Butcher of Baraboo,
Election Day, and Spain are comedies. The first two plays were produced by Second Stage as part of their summer series. The
Butcher of Baraboo is about a small-town woman whose husband has disappeared under mysterious circumstances, and the town
gossips suspect that she done it. Election Day is about a local mayoral election and examines with amusing dexterity why we vote
the way we do. Spain was produced Off Broadway by MCC at the Lucille Lortel Theatre. It's about a young woman who believes
that there's a sixteenth-century Spanish conquistador in her living room. Harvest is a touching drama about a farmer who refuses
to give up his farm, even as he is going under. He manages to hold onto his farm but not his wife, who didn't bargain for a life of
poverty and struggle. Neighborhood 3: Requisition of Doom is a drama about a group of teenagers in a suburban neighborhood
obsessed with an online video game set in their community, who come to believe that they are being invaded by aliens from outer
space-who look suspiciously like their parents. It was produced to acclaim by Actors Theatre of Louisville at their 2008 Humana
Festival and subsequently at the 2008 Summer Play Festival in New York. 100 Saints You Should Know comes to us from
Playwrights Horizons and is about a single mom looking for something to believe in and a Catholic priest who has decided to leave
the church as he has lost his faith. Unconditional was produced by LAByrinth Theater Company at The Public Theater. Of its three
disparate stories, the central one is about a human resources worker who becomes enraged when he is laid off after many years
on the job and just a short while from retirement and the pension he was counting on. All these plays represent the best of
American playwriting. I hope you like them as much as I do, but more important, I hope you produce them! -Lawrence Harbison
Brooklyn, New York
3m, 2f / Dark Comedy / Unit Set In a suburban subdivision with identical houses, parents find their teenagers addicted to an online
horror video game. The game setting? A subdivision with identical houses. The goal? Smash through an army of zombies to
escape the neighborhood for good. But as the line blurs between virtual and reality, both parents and players realize that fear has
a life of its own. "Playing like a nifty episode of 'The Twilight Zone', the story builds to an affectingly gruesome finale...with its smallscale tech demands and four-person ensemble, Neighborhood seems a likely candidate for legit troupes hoping to benefit from the
play's youthful, tech-savvy appeal." -Variety Magazine "When our player pounds on the video door, and we hear the bang on his
own front door, it's genuinely, brilliantly chilling." - Denver Post "Haley's suspenseful play beamed cautionary messages about
inattentive parents of teenagers addicted to online video games. A sense of unease about the diminishing line between real life
and virtual reality lingered for days after the suburban zombies in Neighborhood 3 were vanquished with weed whackers and
hedge clippers." - Louisville Courier-Journal
Far from the glittering lights of Broadway, in a city known more for its horse racing than its artistic endeavors, an annual festival in
Louisville, Kentucky, has transformed the landscape of the American theater. The Actors Theatre of Louisville—the Tony
Award–winning state theater of Kentucky—in 1976 successfully created what became the nation's most respected new-play
festival, the Humana Festival of New American Plays. The Humana Festival: The History of New Plays at Actors Theatre of
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Louisville examines the success of the festival and theater’s Pulitzer Prize–winning productions that for decades have reflected
new-play trends in regional theaters and on Broadway—the result of the calculated decisions, dogged determination, and good luck
of its producing director, Jon Jory. The volume details how Actors Theatre of Louisville was established, why the Humana Festival
became successful in a short time, and how the event’s success has been maintained by the Louisville venue that has drawn
theater critics from around the world for more than thirty years. Author Jeffrey Ullom charts the theater’s early struggles to survive,
the battles between troupe leaders, and the desperate measures to secure financial support from the Louisville community. He
examines how Jory established and expanded the festival to garner extraordinary local support, attract international attention, and
entice preeminent American playwrights to premier their works in the Kentucky city. In The Humana Festival, Ullom provides a
broad view of new-play development within artistic, administrative, and financial contexts. He analyzes the relationship between
Broadway and regional theaters, outlining how the Humana Festival has changed the process of new-play development and even
Broadway’s approach to discovering new work, and also highlights the struggles facing regional theaters across the country as
they strive to balance artistic ingenuity and economic viability. Offering a rare look at the annual event, The Humana Festival
provides the first insider’s view of the extraordinary efforts that produced the nation’s most successful new-play festival.
???????????????????????????????
Simplified Chinese edition of A Raisin in the Sun
Covers plays produced in New York, theater awards, details of productions, prizes, people, and publications, as well as the editors' choices of
the ten best plays.
The Nether, a daring examination of moral responsibility in virtual worlds, opens with a familiar interrogation scene given a technological twist.
As Detective Morris, an online investigator, questions Mr. Sims about his activities in a role-playing realm so realistic it could be life, she finds
herself on slippery ethical ground. Sims argues for the freedom to explore even the most deviant corners of our imagination. Morris holds that
we cannot flesh out our malign fantasies without consequence. Their clash of wills leads to a consequence neither could have imagined.
Suspenseful, ingeniously constructed, and fiercely intelligent, Haley’s play forces us to confront deeply disturbing questions about the
boundaries of reality.
??????????,?????????????????????:?????????,??????????!??,??????????????.......
This collection contains eleven scripts from the 2008 Humana Festival of New American Plays, the thirty-second annual cycle of worldpremiere productions staged at the Actors Theatre of Louisville. The seven full-length plays and four ten-minute plays represent an
exceptional array of work by some of the most exciting new voices in American theater.
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